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Looking for RPG games to download for free? Here are the top free RPG games for PC for 2020, including Shakes and Fidget, Raid: Shadow Legends, All Evil Night 2, and more. Download only unlimited full version fun games online and play offline on your
Windows desktop or laptop computer. Fast and secure game downloads. Looking for the best free games for Mac? After testing 40+ games, these are our Top 20 free Mac games. It includes games from every genre and games ranging from completely free
open-source games to very generous online free-to-play games.

The Learn4Good Games site lists free role playing games for children, teens and Big Kids. Enjoy these cool, entertaining and funny RPG adventure games to play on your own or with your family and school friends. You can also create a favorite playlist for quick
access in future.
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A game for young cowboys and cowgirls out there, Nicki’s Roundup is a fun and fast-paced skill game where you have to ride around on horseback, rounding up a bunch of escaped little pigs using a virtual lasso rope (for those who are unfamiliar with classic
cowboy activities, a lasso is a length of rope tied in a loose circular loop that can be used to catch moving targets in its grasp when tightened). You play the role of Nicki, the courageous cowgirl who is a specialist when it comes to catching pigs with a lasso. The
care-free little animals have escaped from the barn, and you’ve got until sundown to round up as many of them as you can. Dash around on horseback, launching your lasso at any pigs who are scuttling around nearby. Score points for catching pigs that are
further away.

There are also other cute little animals that can be caught as power-ups, such as white and brown bunnies! This fun horse-riding and farm-based game will really test your quick reactions and hand-eye coordination, as those pigs sure are fast little movers! You’ll
also need to be extremely accurate, as only a pinpoint lasso throw will catch one of the escaping pigs. It’s time to put on your Stetson Hat, and become the cowboy or cowgirl you dreamed of being! Yee-haw! Here little piggy...

Buying, breeding, selling and caring for chickens has never been so much fun! Chicken Coop is a multi-tasking, farm management simulation game where you take over the running of a high-maintenance hen farm! Keep your new feathered friends happy,
healthy and productive by ensuring they are well-fed, watered and taken care of. Sell their eggs and chicks for profit to maintain your lucrative farm business!

This point-and-click animal welfare and farmer role-playing game is a true test of your multi-tasking skills and quick reactions as your hens need constant attention. Keep yourself busy by going to the market, replenishing stocks, hatching eggs and building up
your expanding farm. Good money management skills will also be required as you have to keep an eye on the finances of the farm at the end of each working day. Happy chicken farming!

Making Monkeys is a fun and addicting RPG platform adventure where you have to help a cute little monkey (that looks like a piece of toast) reach his beloved cup of coffee in each level. The coffee cup is often out of reach – but that’s no problem for this little
guy – he can pick up a special Clone Gun along the way in order to duplicate himself a number of times if needed! This gives him an even better chance of reaching his cherished cup of coffee. Ready to help him do it? It’s time to wake up, smell the coffee, and
get jumping!

This challenging and unusual platform puzzle game starts off as any other – with a cute character trying to get to a high ledge or point. You have to think of a strategy that will help you to reach the coffee cup. Once the Clone Gun is introduced into the game
levels, the fun really starts. You’ll need both nifty fingers and a steady hand to control what can sometimes be over a dozen of the tiny animals on the screen at a time. Your quick reactions will also be tested, as there are treacherous jumps over spikes, and
quick-fire leaps to be made. Quit monkeying around – there’s a rewarding cup of coffee to be earned on each level of this tricky problem solving activity! Good luck with your cool moves and jumps!

Guide an acrobatic elephant on an epic, platform-based adventure to get his favorite hat back while zapping enemies, finding secret items, completing mystery tasks, and inquisitively exploring a vast, multi-room game environment! Elephant Quest is a quirky,
in-depth, multi-level, RPG platform puzzle and upgrade game where you play the role of a bombastic blue elephant who can leap majestically around and defeat enemies using an awesome laser cannon mounted on his back! You must explore the massive 45-
room game environment, performing platform jumping tasks as well as finding secret items and other challenges set by the elephant buddies you meet on your travels!

Skills required: This fun and addicting action game combines physical game play with problem-solving puzzles and intricate, item-finding tasks. This means that analytical thinking skills, fast reactions, sharp hand-eye coordination and anticipation skills, and a
good memory are key. Keyboard and mouse-control elements are in-play at all times, so savvy multi-tasking is also really important.

Immerse yourself in a quest across a hazardous ancient tribal world to reclaim a sacred wok (artifact) stolen from your village by horrible crooks. Endeavour to complete step-by-step, logic-based, mouse-clicking puzzles on a brave, eccentric adventure to recover
the magical wok. The Wok is a funny, point-and-click, interactive RPG puzzle game (for older kids) set in an atmospheric, animated world filled with imaginative creatures and stunning scenery. You must complete mouse-based tasks in order to guide your
character through each level. Interact with the game screen to re-build bridges, remove obstacles, defeat wacky enemies, and more.
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Skills / strategy required: This cool and quirky, immersive adventure game requires an inquisitive mind, sharp analytical thinking skills, logical judgement, and fast reactions. Key problem solving skills such as focus, concentration, discipline, patience, and great
determination are all very important if you want to complete the brain teaser mini-puzzles here. Many of the levels / scenes require methodical, step-by-step actions, while some are timed challenges that must be completed with the help of your swift reflexes
and sharp visual skills.

Start your journey in a future continent, where magic and tech rule the world. Explore the dangerous wilderness with your team of adventurers. Kumu's Adventure is a strategic rogue-like RPG with fast and fun turn-based combat and evolving exploration. Build
and improve your camp and equip your leader and heroes in order to discover the truth of the ancient Immet Empire ruins and free the land from the evil Sartre Tribe.

Skills required: This fun game requires a blend of good analytical thinking skills, logical problem solving determination, strategy, anticipation skills, and a good dose of common sense.

Being One: Episode 2 is a challenging, atmospheric, science fiction-style RPG puzzle game for teens 16+ and grown-ups where you have to navigate through a (seemingly) empty research laboratory in search of vital clues about your perilous situation. Picking up
from the startling revelations of Episode 1, you find yourself alone in a deserted underground facility, and have to go from room to room, discovering hidden objects and ascertaining facts about your surroundings. Aided by a mysterious stranger who sends
helpful text messages, you have to roam the facility searching for an escape route, with the threat of an escaped alien creature hanging over you!

This innovative, step-by-step adventure game requires logical thinking skills aplenty as you carefully pick your way through the various rooms, collecting vital objects as you progress. A highly inquisitive mind is essential here as there are many concealed secrets
to be discovered. Good memory skills are also advantageous as you may need to retrace your steps in order to put two pieces of the puzzle together. This could prove a very entertaining interactive activity for older teens who enjoy the suspense and thrill of a
mysterious brain teaser, and appreciate the intricate detail and problem solving skills needed to succeed. It’s time to take a deep breath, focus your mind, and enter the enigmatic world of Being One!
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Make & share your own RPG’s, it’s easy
no coding – no download – free
Ideal for your first game

Create your game by dragging and dropping items into your world. It is ideal for hobby games, personal projects, school assignments, etc.

Plus, it’s a free rpg maker, so there is nothing stopping you from using it.

Write your story
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Write your story

Create fantasy worlds and tell stories. Focus on the plot, atmosphere and player choices.

No coding required!

Nice community

Multiple games are shared every day. Some games are small, some are big, some are finished, some are still in development. Decide if and when you want to share your game, and let others experience your world and story.

Come chat with us on Discord, or hang out at our forum.

Made with RPG Playground
5 minute video tutorial to get started
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